Cutaway diagrams

A cutaway drawing , also called a cutaway diagram is a 3D graphics , drawing , diagram and or
illustration , in which surface elements of a three-dimensional model are selectively removed, to
make internal features visible, but without sacrificing the outer context entirely. According to
Diepstraten et al. Instead of letting the inner object shine through the surrounding surface, parts
of outside object are simply removed. This produces a visual appearance as if someone had
cutout a piece of the object or sliced it into parts. Cutaway illustrations avoid ambiguities with
respect to spatial ordering, provide a sharp contrast between foreground and background
objects, and facilitate a good understanding of spatial ordering". Though cutaway drawing are
not dimensioned manufacturing blueprints , they are meticulously drawn by a handful of
devoted artists who either had access to manufacturing details or deduced them by observing
the visible evidence of the hidden skeleton e. The goal of this drawings in studies can be to
identify common design patterns for particular vehicle classes. Thus, the accuracy of most of
these drawings, while not percent, is certainly high enough for this purpose. The technique is
used extensively in computer-aided design , see first image. It has also been incorporated into
the user interface of some video games. In The Sims , for instance, users can select through a
control panel whether to view the house they are building with no walls, cutaway walls, or full
walls. The cutaway view and the exploded view were minor graphic inventions of the
Renaissance that also clarified pictorial representation. This cutaway view originates in the
early fifteenth century notebooks of Marino Taccola â€” In the 16th century cutaway views in
definite form were used in Georgius Agricola 's mining book De Re Metallica to illustrate
underground operations. It shows the many watermills used in mining , such as the machine for
lifting men and material into and out of a mine shaft, see image. The term "Cutaway drawing"
was already in use in the 19th century but, became popular in the s. The location and shape to
cut the outside object depends on many different factors, for example: [1]. These factors,
according to Diepstraten et al. The Van Allen radiation belt. From Wikipedia, the free
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Commons has media related to Cutaway diagrams. Use these Icons in Infographics or other
graphic types to dynamically show movement and transition to a future state. Use this Funnel
Graphic as a metaphor showing the passing of elements through a conduit the funnel resulting
in theâ€¦. Use this Bridge Graphic as a graphic metaphor to depict the connection or transition
between two actions, concepts, or entities. Use this Chain Graphic to show "linked" actions,
concepts, or entities. Alternatively, chains illustrate restraint or security. Use this Circle Chart to
show changing amounts, values, or time. This graphic is NOT data driven. Elements are raster
with transparent backgrounds. Use this Dashboard Graphic to show multiple metrics in one
consolidated format. The line chart and pie charts are dataâ€¦. Use this DNA Graphic to illustrate
the synergy of multiple actions, concepts, or entities. Together they combine to create aâ€¦. Use
this Pipe Graphic to show a designed, structured process and the isolated linear flow of
elements. Use this Peg Graphic to show interconnectivity of entities or ideas to create a unified
whole think "Legos". Use this graphic to show regions, countries, cities, and locations of your
offices, headquarters, corporate reach, bases, etc. Use this Candlestick Chart to show changes
in value and other information pertaining to stocks, bonds, commodities, etc. This graphicâ€¦.
Use this Gear Graphic as to show how parts work together as a whole and a visual metaphor for
processâ€¦. Use this Gantt Chart to communicate schedule and activity for tracking, planning,
review purposes. This chart is NOT data driven. Use this Vee Diagram to illustrate relationships,
and a process for validation and verification. Use this graphic as a branching diagram or visual
metaphor depicting categories and groupings of elements to show cause andâ€¦. Use this
Timeline to show dates for any month. Highlight the month and days and use the blowouts for
detail. Use this split Timeline to show dates for any month. Highlight the month and days and
use the blowouts forâ€¦. Use these document graphics to communicate concepts like news
stories, publications, announcements, and many more. Use this Stair Graphic to show steps in
a process, as a metaphor for progress, or to illustrate levels. Use this Spiral Graphic as a
metaphor that illustrates the evolution of an action, concept, or entity through a cyclicalâ€¦. Use

this Scale Graphic to show comparisons and as a metaphor for assessment, evaluation, and
judgment. Includes two additional slidesâ€¦. The bottom elements supportâ€¦. Lines are vector.
Location or Distance , Time , Transition. Icons â€” Arrows. Icons - Arrows Use these Icons in
Infographics or other graphic types to dynamically show movement and transition to a future
state. Funnel Graphic 8. Process or Flow , Relationship , Synergy , Transition. Funnel Graphic 8
Use this Funnel Graphic as a metaphor showing the passing of elements through a conduit the
funnel resulting in theâ€¦. Infographic Hexagonal Stacked Graphic. Process or Flow ,
Relationship , Synergy. Area Chart 3. Area Chart 3 Use this Area Chart to show amounts, values,
and time. This graphic is data driven. Area Chart 2. Area Chart 2 Use this Area Chart to show
amounts, values, and time. Area Chart. Area Chart Use this Area Chart to show amounts,
values, and time. Bar Chart 3. Bar Chart 3 Use this Bar Chart to show amounts, values, and time.
Bar Chart 2. Bar Chart 2 Use this Bar Chart to show amounts, values, and time. Bar Chart. Bar
Chart Use this Bar Chart to show amounts, values, and time. Block graphic 5. Block graphic 5
Use this Block graphic to show how elements work together. Block graphic 4. Block graphic 4
Use this Block graphic to show how elements work together. Block graphic 3. Block graphic 3
Use this Block graphic to show how elements work together. Block graphic 2. Block graphic 2
Use this Block graphic to show how elements work together. Block graphic. Block graphic Use
this Block graphic to show how elements work together. Bridge Graphic 5. Bridge Graphic 5
Use this Bridge Graphic as a graphic metaphor to depict the connection or transition between
two actions, concepts, or entities. Bridge Graphic 4. Bridge Graphic 4 Use this Bridge Graphic
as a graphic metaphor to depict the connection or transition between two actions, concepts, or
entities. Bridge Graphic 3. Bridge Graphic 3 Use this Bridge Graphic as a graphic metaphor to
depict the connection or transition between two actions, concepts, or entities. Bridge Graphic 2.
Bridge Graphic 2 Use this Bridge Graphic as a graphic metaphor to depict the connection or
transition between two actions, concepts, or entities. Bridge Graphic. Bridge Graphic Use this
Bridge Graphic as a graphic metaphor to depict the connection or transition between two
actions, concepts, or entities. Bubble Chart. Bubble Chart Use this Bubble Chart graphic to
show amounts, values, and time. Calendar Graphic. Calendar Graphic Use this Calendar to
show schedules, events, and activities. Chain Graphic. Hierarchy , Protection or Isolation ,
Relationship , Synergy. Chain Graphic Use this Chain Graphic to show "linked" actions,
concepts, or entities. Circle Chart 2. Circle Chart 2 Use this Circle Chart to show changing
amounts, values, or time. Circle Chart. Circle Chart Use this Circle Chart to show changing
amounts, values, or time. Conveyor Belt Graphic 3. Conveyor Belt 2. Conveyor Belt Graphic.
Cutaway Diagram 2. Cutaway Diagram 2 Use this Cutaway Diagram to show database solutions.
Cutaway Diagram. Dashboard Graphic 3. Dashboard Graphic 3 Use this Dashboard Graphic to
show multiple metrics in one consolidated format. Dashboard 2. Dashboard 2 Use this
Dashboard Graphic to show multiple metrics in one consolidated format. Dashboard Graphic.
Dashboard Graphic Use this Dashboard Graphic to show multiple metrics in one consolidated
format. DNA Graphic 2. DNA Graphic. Dome Graphic 3. Protection or Isolation , Relationship.
Dome Graphic 3 Use this Dome Graphic to show containment, protection, or illustrate and area
of influence. Dome Graphic 2. Dome Graphic 2 Use this Dome Graphic to show containment,
protection, or illustrate and area of influence. Dome Graphic. Dome Graphic Use this Dome
Graphic to show containment, protection, or illustrate and area of influence. Process Diagram 8.
Process Diagram 8 Use this Process Diagram to show relationships, influences, and
interactions. Process Diagram 7. Process Diagram 7 Use this Process Diagram to show
relationships, influences, and interactions. Process Diagram 6. Process Diagram 6 Use this
Process Diagram to show relationships, influences, and interactions. Process Diagram 5.
Process Diagram 5 Use this Process Diagram to show relationships, influences, and
interactions. Process Diagram 4. Process Diagram 4 Use this Process Diagram to show
relationships, influences, and interactions. Process Diagram 3. Process Diagram 3 Use this
Process Diagram to show relationships, influences, and interactions. Process Diagram 2.
Process Diagram 2 Use this Process Diagram to show relationships, influences, and
interactions. Process Diagram. Process Diagram Use this Process Diagram to show
relationships, influences, and interactions. Pipe Graphic. Pipe Graphic Use this Pipe Graphic to
show a designed, structured process and the isolated linear flow of elements. Pie Chart 3. Pie
Chart 3 Use this Pie Chart to show percentages relative to the whole. Pie Chart 2. Pie Chart 2
Use this Pie Chart to show percentages relative to the whole. Pie Chart. Pie Chart Use this Pie
Chart to show percentages relative to the whole. Peg Graphic 2. Amount or Value , Hierarchy.
Peg Graphic 2 Use this Peg Graphic to show interconnectivity of entities or ideas to create a
unified whole think "Legos". Peg Graphic. Peg Graphic Use this Peg Graphic to show
interconnectivity of entities or ideas to create a unified whole think "Legos". Organizational
Chart 3. Organizational Chart 2. Organizational Chart. Network Diagram. Map Graphic 3. Amount

or Value , Location or Distance , Relationship. Map Graphic 3 Use this graphic to show regions,
countries, cities, and locations of your offices, headquarters, corporate reach, bases, etc. Map
Graphic 2. Map Graphic 2 Use this graphic to show regions, countries, cities, and locations of
your offices, headquarters, corporate reach, bases, etc. Map Graphic. Map Graphic Use this
graphic to show regions, countries, cities, and locations of your offices, headquarters,
corporate reach, bases, etc. Icons 5. Icons 5 Use this graphic as an icon, symbol, or to display
your digital information. Icons 4. Icons 4 Use this graphic as an icon, symbol, or to display your
digital information. Icons 3. Icons 3 Use this graphic as an icon, symbol, or to display your
digital information. Icons 2. Icons 2 Use this graphic as an icon, symbol, or to display your
digital information. Icons Use this graphic as an icon, symbol, or to display your digital
information. Loop Graphic 4. Loop Graphic 4 Use this Looping Graphic to show repeatable
processes. Loop Graphic 3. Loop Graphic 3 Use this Looping Graphic to show repeatable
processes. Loop Graphic 2. Loop Graphic 2 Use this Looping Graphic to show repeatable
processes. Loop Graphic. Loop Graphic Use this Looping Graphic to show repeatable
processes. Line Chart 2. Line Chart. Candlestick Chart. Amount or Value , Comparison ,
Relationship , Time. Candlestick Chart Use this Candlestick Chart to show changes in value and
other information pertaining to stocks, bonds, commodities, etc. Hexagon Graphic 2.
Architecture or Structure , Hierarchy , Synergy. Hexagon Graphic. Gear Graphic 3. Gear Graphic
3 Use this Gear Graphic as to show how parts work together as a whole and a visual metaphor
for processâ€¦. Gear Graphic 2. Gear Graphic 2 Use this Gear Graphic as to show how parts
work together as a whole and a visual metaphor for processâ€¦. Gear Graphic. Gear Graphic Use
this Gear Graphic as to show how parts work together as a whole and a visual metaphor for
processâ€¦. Gauge Graphic 3. Comparison , Time. Gauge Graphic 3 Use this Gauge Graphic to
present data in a unique and professional way. Gauge Graphic 2. Gauge Graphic 2 Use this
Gauge Graphic to present data in a unique and professional way. Gauge Graphic. Gauge
Graphic Use this Gauge Graphic to present data in a unique and professional way. Gantt Chart.
Gantt Chart Use this Gantt Chart to communicate schedule and activity for tracking, planning,
review purposes. Zipper Graphic. Architecture or Structure , Relationship , Synergy. Zipper
Graphic Use this Zipper Graphic to show divisions uniting or elements interlocking. Venn
Diagram 6. Venn Diagram 5. Venn Diagram 4. Venn Diagram 3. Venn Diagram 2. Venn Diagram.
Vee Graphic. Vee Graphic Use this Vee Diagram to illustrate relationships, and a process for
validation and verification. Tree Graphic 3. Tree Graphic 3 Use this graphic as a branching
diagram or visual metaphor depicting categories and groupings of elements to show cause
andâ€¦. Tree Graphic 2. Tree Graphic 2 Use this graphic as a branching diagram or visual
metaphor depicting categories and groupings of elements to show cause andâ€¦. Tree Graphic.
Tree Graphic Use this graphic as a branching diagram or visual metaphor depicting categories
and groupings of elements to show cause andâ€¦. Timeline Graphic 6. Timeline Graphic 6 Use
this Timeline to show dates for any month. Timeline Graphic 5. Timeline Graphic 5 Use this
Timeline to show dates for any month. Timeline Graphic 4. Timeline Graphic 4 Use this Timeline
to show dates for any month. Timeline Graphic 3. Timeline Graphic 3 Use this Timeline to show
dates for any month. Timeline Graphic 2. Timeline Graphic 2 Use this Timeline to show dates for
any month. Timeline Graphic. Timeline Graphic Use this split Timeline to show dates for any
month. Temple Graphic. Hierarchy , Relationship , Synergy. Temple Graphic Use this Temple
Graphic to depict steps in a process and show support, grouping, and hierarchy. TearSheet
Graphic 5. TearSheet Graphic 5 Use these document graphics to communicate concepts like
news stories, publications, announcements, and many more. TearSheet Graphic 4. TearSheet
Graphic 4 Use these document graphics to communicate concepts like news stories,
publications, announcements, and many more. TearSheet Graphic 3. TearSheet Graphic 3 Use
these document graphics to communicate concepts like news stories, publications,
announcements, and many more. TearSheet 2. TearSheet 2 Use these document graphics to
communicate concepts like news stories, publications, announcements, and many more.
TearSheet Graphic. TearSheet Graphic Use these document graphics to communicate concepts
like news stories, publications, announcements, and many more. Table Graphic 4. Table
Graphic 4 Use this Table to correlate data along multiple axes. Table Graphic 3. Table Graphic 3
Use this Table to correlate data along multiple axes. Table Graphic 2. Table Graphic 2 Use this
Table to correlate data along multiple axes. Table Graphic. Table Graphic Use this Table to
correlate data along multiple axes. Stair Graphic 5. Stair Graphic 5 Use this Stair Graphic to
show steps in a process, as a metaphor for progress, or to illustrate levels. Stair Graphic 4. Stair
Graphic 4 Use this Stair Graphic to show steps in a process, as a metaphor for progress, or to
illustrate levels. Stair Graphic 3. Stair Graphic 3 Use this Stair Graphic to show steps in a
process, as a metaphor for progress, or to illustrate levels. Stair Graphic 2. Stair Graphic 2 Use
this Stair Graphic to show steps in a process, as a metaphor for progress, or to illustrate levels.

Stair Graphic. Stair Graphic Use this Stair Graphic to show steps in a process, as a metaphor
for progress, or to illustrate levels. Infographic 9. Infographic 9 Use this Infographic to
showcase interconnected information related to a specific topic. Infographic 8. Infographic 8
Use this Infographic to showcase interconnected information related to a specific topic.
Infographic 7. Infographic 7 Use this Infographic to showcase interconnected information
related to a specific topic. Infographic 6. Infographic 6 Use this Infographic to showcase
interconnected information related to a specific topic. Infographic 5. Infographic 5 Use this
Infographic to showcase interconnected information related to a specific topic. Infographic 4.
Infographic 4 Use this Infographic to showcase interconnected information related to a specific
topic. Infographic 3. Infographic 3 Use this Infographic to showcase interconnected information
related to a specific topic. Infographic 2. Infographic 2 Use this Infographic to showcase
interconnected information related to a specific topic. Infographic Use this Infographic to
showcase interconnected information related to a specific topic. Graph Graphic 2. Graph
Graphic 2 Use this Graph to show amounts, values, and time. Graph Graphic. Graph Graphic
Use this Graph to show amounts, values, and time. Stacked Graphic 3. Stacked Graphic 3 Use
these Stacked Diagram parts to create your stacked diagrams. Stacked Graphic 2. Stacked
Graphic 2 Use these Stacked Diagram parts to create your stacked diagrams. Stacked Graphic.
Stacked Graphic Use these Stacked Diagram parts to create your stacked diagrams. Spiral
Graphic 5. Process or Flow. Spiral Graphic 5 Use this Spiral Graphic as a metaphor that
illustrates the evolution of an action, concept, or entity through a cyclicalâ€¦. Spiral Graphic 4.
Spiral Graphic 4 Use this Spiral Graphic as a metaphor that illustrates the evolution of an action,
concept, or entity through a cyclicalâ€¦. Spiral Graphic 3. Spiral Graphic 3 Use this Spiral
Graphic as a metaphor that illustrates the evolution of an action, concept, or entity through a
cyclicalâ€¦. Spiral Graphic 2. Spiral Graphic 2 Use this Spiral Graphic as a metaphor that
illustrates the evolution of an action, concept, or entity through a cyclicalâ€¦. Spiral Graphic.
Spiral Graphic Use this Spiral Graphic as a metaphor that illustrates the evolution of an action,
concept, or entity through a cyclicalâ€¦. Funnel Graphic 7. Funnel Graphic 7 Use this Funnel
Graphic as a metaphor showing the passing of elements through a conduit the funnel resulting
in theâ€¦. Funnel Graphic 6. Funnel Graphic 6 Use this Funnel Graphic as a metaphor showing
the passing of elements through a conduit the funnel resulting in theâ€¦. Funnel Graphic 5.
Funnel Graphic 5 Use this Funnel Graphic as a metaphor showing the passing of elements
through a conduit the funnel resulting in theâ€¦. Funnel Graphic 4. Funnel Graphic 4 Use this
Funnel Graphic as a metaphor showing the passing of elements through a conduit the funnel
resulting in theâ€¦. Funnel Graphic 3. Funnel Graphic 3 Use this Funnel Graphic as a metaphor
showing the passing of elements through a conduit the funnel resulting in theâ€¦. Funnel
Graphic. Funnel Graphic Use this Funnel Graphic as a metaphor showing the passing of
elements through a conduit the funnel resulting in theâ€¦. Funnel Graphic 2. Funnel Graphic 2
Use this Funnel Graphic as a metaphor showing the passing of elements through a conduit the
funnel resulting in theâ€¦. Scale Graphic. Amount or Value , Comparison , Relationship. Scale
Graphic Use this Scale Graphic to show comparisons and as a metaphor for assessment,
evaluation, and judgment. Pyramid Graphic 4. Hierarchy , Process or Flow , Synergy , Time.
Pyramid Graphic 3. Pyramid Graphic 2. Road Graphic 2. Road Graphic 3. Pyramid Graphic. Road
Graphic. Graphic Description. Please Share This. Dashboard Graphic 3 Cutaway Diagram 2.
Interested in increasing your success rate, lowering your costs, and get your business
communications right the first time? If so, contact us today! Contact Us. Homepage Contact Us.
Cutaway in 3D graphics involves selectively removing surface elements of a three-dimensional
model to make internal features visible, but without sacrificing the outer context entirely. From
Wikimedia Commons, the free media repository. Subcategories This category has the following
11 subcategories, out of 11 total. Media in category "Cutaway diagrams" The following files are
in this category, out of total. Adapter-sleeve DIN mounted numbered Aluminum muntin. Alveoli
diagram zh. Alveoli diagram-ar. Alveoli diagram. Alveolos pulmorares. Armored pavement light
element. Attitude indicator drawing. Automatisches Absalzventil Schnitt. Automotive diagrams
02 Sp. Ball Bearing - open PSF. Base bleed unit. BB mortar. Bicycle Hub Comparison. Bicycle
rim diagrams Bicycle tire marks. BLUB internal. British Mark II anti-tank mine. Ceramic Disc
Capaictor. CetriFugal Pump-no watermark. CetriFugal Pump. Church bell cutaway. CMS
Containment Building. Corte interno del puente. Coupe cafetiere commentee. CRT color
enhanced. CRT color. CRT monochrome. Cutaway diagram of the Iroquois Theatre Fire.
Diaphragm first stage unbalanced. Dolcegusto capsule w annotations. First stage balance. First
stage cutaway parts. German 7. Gfp and fluorophore. Glen Canyon Dam, turbine runner
information board. GSX40 Cut away. Historic photo of cutaway rendering of rocket engine test
facility complex, June 11, Hollow-point bullet. Huygens cut away clean. Huygens cut away
german. Inflatable habitat s89 Insight's HP3 mole current position 5 June Lowa 16 inch Gun-he.

Iowa 16 inch Gun-EN. Iowa 16 inch Gun-FR. Isometric drawing of aluminum window. Katrina
28aug05 isosurface. Kircher oedipus aegyptiacus 5 nilometer. Kraftwerk Ybbs-Persenbeug
legende. Kraftwerk Ybbs-Persenbeug retusche. Labeled Bicycle Hub Comparison-de. Labeled
Bicycle Hub Comparison-en. Laser printer cutaway diagram. Linotype mold and pot. M14 mine
cutaway - internal view. M14 mine cutaway. M74 mine cutaway. M75 mine cutaway. Mannlicher
M mechanism. MD82 mine cutaway. Microphone a bobine mobile final. Missile balistique Missile
balistique 2. Missile balistique 3. Missile balistique 4. Missile balistique 5. Missile balistique 6.
Missile balistique 7. Missile balistique 8. Missile balistique 9. Mixed flow impeller fan. Modern
HE lenses. Mouse mechanism diagram. Ocythoe tuberculata viscera. Partes de la primera etapa
de diafragma. Partes Motor Polvora. Pat diagram. Polarstern-deck a-f awi. Potentiometer
cutaway drawing. Pressure Gauge PSF. Pump jet. Rapid sand filter EPA. RARE cutaway. RG
grenade Navy. RGD Grenade and cutaway. Rohloff Speedhub stepped reduction planetary gear
series. Roller Chain Render plain. Roller Chain Render with numbers. Roller Chain Render.
Rolling-element bearing plain. Roman candle structure drawing. Russian - VPF pull fuze.
Russian MV-5 pressure fuze. Scharfenbergkupplung Zeichnung. Schema Grenade-en. Schema
Grenade-i18n. Schema Steilohrkessel nach Garbe. Scuba regulator 2nd stage Scuba regulator
2nd stage animation. Ski cross section. Strombolien volcano. Surf Tete revolver ETR36
mecanisme 3d. TN48 fig6. Trumpet valve bypass. Tunnel bouwen cartoon. Type 38 6. Type 92 7.
Type 99 7. Type 99 grenade. Department of Energy - Science - Valmara 59 mine cutaway. Vetterli
rifle action. VS-MK2 mine cutaway diagram. VS22 Italian landmine. Water tube boiler schematic
ita. Water tube boiler schematic-es. Water tube boiler schematic. Water tube boiler-en. Water
tube boiler-numbered-fa. Water tube boiler-numbered. Water tube boiler-plain. Windchest
schematic 1. Windchest schematic 2. Categories : Cutaway drawings Structure diagrams
Technical drawings by type. Namespaces Category Discussion. Views View Edit History. Main
page Welcome Community portal Village pump Help center. Upload file Recent changes Latest
files Random file Contact us. Upload media. Offshore drillers and producers know the stakes
get much higher once you leave the shoreline. Our offshore oil and gas graphics allow you to
visually communicate your deepwater operations and environment for participants and
executives back on land. This oil and gas graphic illustrates offshore vessels such as a jackup,
semisub, and drillship over a deepwater shelf. With our experience in the oilfield, we understand
your visual needs. We have worked at refineries, on rigs and chased seismic trucks in the
middle of nowhere. Been there, done that. We are the innovators, the creators. Our work is
cutting edge. Inquire about our cutaway diagrams. A long time agoâ€¦or at least before
everyone had a computer, we knew we had to bridge the gap between the geological data and
the people who needed to understand itâ€”the investor, employee, client, board of directors,
community member. We blazed the trail for beautiful technical graphics within the oil and gas
industry, and are still as excited to start working on the next illustration â€” yours â€” as we
were all those years ago. Skip to primary navigation Skip to main content Skip to footer. Search
this website. Offshore Cutaway Diagrams Offshore drillers and producers know the stakes get
much higher once you leave the shoreline. Oil and gas exploration Refinery. Well testing,
refinery, and transportation. Custom Cutaway Diagrams. No hand-holding needed. Telling your
geologic story for 25 years. Now, Let them see what you see. Richardson, TX Phone Email
johnperezgraphics geoart. Click the link to order yours NOW! Offshore Technologies Oil and
Gas Cutaway Diagram This oil and gas graphic illustrates offshore vessels such as a jackup,
semisub, and drillship over a deepwater shelf. Let us tell your unique story. Our technical
graphics are truly a work of art. We take your data and create a visual all can understand. Our
GEOART cutaway diagrams have been uniquely designed and tweaked to make sure each and
every technical graphic has a purpose to show simple and complex geology. If you need that
extra something to bring your technical data to life, then our team can create some of the best
eye catch
lexus sc400 manual
wire light switch wiring diagram
2007 dodge nitro manual
ing cutaway diagrams around. With our experience in the oilfield, we understand your visual
needs. We have worked at refineries, on rigs and chased seismic trucks in the middle of
nowhere. Been there, done that. We are the innovators, the creators. Our work is cutting edge.
Inquire about our cutaway diagrams. Consider us your native interpreters. We understand the
science. And we understand the petroleum industry. Not to us. Skip to primary navigation Skip
to main content Skip to footer. Search this website. But you know they need to. Custom
Cutaway Diagrams. No hand-holding needed. Move vertical bar across images to see
comparison. Pioneers then. Leaders now. Give us a call today. Richardson, TX Phone Email

johnperezgraphics geoart. Click the link to order yours NOW! Cotton Valley - Bossier Shale â€”
Haynesville - Smackover Our GEOART cutaway diagrams have been uniquely designed and
tweaked to make sure each and every technical graphic has a purpose to show simple and
complex geology.

